Further evidences for sleep instability and impaired spindle-delta dynamics in schizophrenia: a whole-night polysomnography study with neuroloop-gain and sleep-cycle analysis.
Sleep offers a unique window into the brain dysfunctions in schizophrenia. Many past sleep studies have reported abnormalities in both macro-sleep architecture (like increased awakenings) as well as micro-sleep-architecture (like spindle deficits) in patients with schizophrenia (PSZ). The present study attempts to replicate previous reports of macro- and micro-sleep-architectural abnormalities in schizophrenia. In addition, the study also examined sleep-stage changes and spindle-delta dynamics across sleep-cycles to provide further evidence in support of the dysfunctional thalamocortical mechanisms causing sleep instability and poor sleep maintenance associated with schizophrenia pathophysiology. Whole-night polysomnography was carried out among 45 PSZ and 39 age- and gender-matched healthy control subjects. Sleep-stage dynamics were assessed across sleep-cycles using a customized software algorithm. Spindle-delta dynamics across sleep-cycles were determined using neuroloop-gain analysis. PSZ showed macro-sleep architecture abnormalities such as prolonged sleeplessness, increased intermittent-awakenings, long sleep-onset latency, reduced non-rapid eye movement (NREM) stage 2 sleep, increased stage transitions, and poor sleep efficiency. They also showed reduced spindle density (sigma neuroloop-gain) but comparable slow wave density (delta neuroloop-gain) throughout the sleep. Sleep-cycle-wise analysis revealed transient features of sleep instability due to significantly increased intermittent awakenings especially in the first and third sleep-cycles, and unstable and recurrent stage transitions in both NREM (first sleep-cycle) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep-periods (second sleep-cycle). Spindle deficits were persistent across the first three cycles and were positively correlated with sleep disruption during the subsequent REM sleep. In addition to replicating previously reported sleep deficits in PSZ, the current study showed subtle deficits in NREM-REM alterations across whole-night polysomnography. These results point towards a possible maladaptive interplay between unstable thalamocortical networks, resulting in sleep-cycle-specific instability patterns associated with schizophrenia pathophysiology.